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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a middleware platform supporting a model-

based approach to service creation. We observe that the

complexity of software services increases. To manage this

complexity, to reuse middleware functionality, and to quickly

create specific services in an efficient and cost-effective way upon

user request, models are used, going towards ‘higher-level’

programming. In the Friends project, a service creation

environment has been developed that supports the modelling and

analysis of services at successive abstraction levels, their actual

implementation, and their deployment on a service platform. We

focus on the underlying paradigms and report on our

implementation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.6 [Software Engineering]: Programming environments –

graphical environments, integrated environments.

General Terms
Design.

Keywords
Service creation, platform approach, component-based design,

modelling, systems architecting, behaviour specification.

1. INTRODUCTION
Middleware is often viewed as a reusable, expandable set of

services and functions that are commonly needed by many

applications to function well in a networked environment.

Middleware platforms shield the heterogeneity of underlying

operating systems and networks and provide distribution

transparencies. This definition focuses on middleware from the

perspective of a running application. But why does this

application need middleware? Clearly, re-use of generic

functionality and making application building easier are issues.

From this point of view, not only the application but also the

application developer is the real user of middleware. Middleware

services provide useful support for application development and

service delivery. Middleware eases the task of programming

distributed systems. It leads to faster and cheaper application

development and enhances the quality of applications. Therefore,

service development support should also be part of the

middleware. This makes the difference with distributed operating

systems or GRID technology, which —like middleware— also

shield generic functionality from the applications. In this

contribution we do not focus on middleware from a functionality

perspective, but from a designer’s point of view, based on our

experiences in the Friends project.

2. UNDERLYING PARADIGMS
We observe two important trends in the development of

distributed applications:

� From an end-user point of view we observe a continuous

demand for new and more advanced functionality. So the

complexity of software services increases. Therefore,

retailers and service providers need fast and flexible

mechanisms to manage complexity and to offer new services

with a short time-to-market.

� From a service provider point of view we observe a trend to

outsource service functionality. Examples of outsourced

functions are data distribution (e.g. content delivery networks

that enhance performance/QoS and increasingly provide

value-added services), accounting (including billing and

payment services), and authentication/authorisation issues

(including digital rights management).

In the Friends project these issues are tackled by using the

following paradigms.

2.1 Component software
To allow the fast and flexible composition of new services,

component software is used [10]. New services are quickly

assembled out of (available or prefabricated) components. The

rationale behind component software is software reuse. A

component is a unit of composition with contractually specified

interfaces and explicit context dependencies only [11, p. 369]. An

underlying component architecture defines the minimal rules

and constraints a component should adhere to, in order to achieve

some minimal level of interoperability with other components.

Well-known examples of component architectures are the

(Enterprise) Java Beans component model and the recently

emerged CORBA Component Model [7]. A component
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framework implements the architecture. In general, an

application (requested service) is implemented as the assembly of

one or more software components, where each component is

either an atomic component or a composition again (i.e., a

compound component). The service provided by the application is

composed from the services provided by its constituent

components.
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Figure 1. Matching user requests with provided (by

components) services.

On a request for service, the service developer matches the

user request against the available services (provided by

components). As shown in Figure 1, three situations may

occur. First, the requested service can be composed from

available components (represented by the shaded boxes in

the figure; the framework is represented by a grid for

convenience). This allows a quick assembly of the

requested service. In case alternative solutions are possible,

the service designer has to decide between these

alternatives. Second, some required functionality may not

be provided by available components. In this case the

services of the required components have to be specified

whereupon they can be made or bought. Third, the

requested service might not fit in the architecture of the

supporting (middleware) platform. In this case, there is a

problem that may lead to either an adaptation of the

corresponding architecture, or tailor-made software (reuse

is not always possible!).

2.2 Platform approach
To enable reuse of generic functionality a platform approach is

used. Examples of functionality required by many distributed

applications are access control, accounting and transaction

processing. Furthermore, the functionality implemented by the

component framework (e.g. remote method invocation) is required

by all (component-based) applications. For reasons of economics,

such generic functionality is implemented by a middleware

platform.

2.3 Model-based approach
To tackle complexity, we use a model-based approach to service

creation [8]. Modelling is an essential activity when dealing with

the inherent complexity of systems [9]. Models help us to

understand services by representing only their essentials, i.e., by

eliminating everything we consider irrelevant. An important

characteristic of our approach is to model the complete external

behaviour of a component, defining both the operations that can

be invoked on its interfaces and the operations invoked by this

component on interfaces of other components, as well as the

relationships between these operations and their parameters.

A model-based approach supports architectural design, through

structuring the service creation process into multiple design steps.

Starting from an abstract specification of the requested service,

each step delivers a more refined design, modelling in more detail

how the service can be provided by (available) software

components. Modelling services (applications) at successively,

related abstraction levels, enables validation of the correctness of

designs, and helps designers to understand services and their

constituent components. Behaviour patterns can be used to guide

the modelling of services and components.
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Figure 2. Friends platform approach.



3. FRIENDS IMPLEMENTATION
The FRIENDS (Framework for Integrated Engineering and

Deployment of Services) project developed a middleware

platform to support the development, deployment and

management of distributed applications (http://friends.telin.nl)

[6]. Building such a platform, Friends did not start from scratch

but used the results of the Mesh project [2], a multimedia

middleware platform that complies with the TINA service

architecture [5].

As shown in Figure 2, the FRIENDS Deployment platform builds

on CORBA and streaming support [2, 13]. It provides generic

functionality such as access control, authorisation, service

management, etc. On top of it run (distributed) applications

(FRIENDS services) that use the generic platform functionality. In

principle, FRIENDS services may be provided by third parties

because they only need to use the deployment platform APIs. The

FRIENDS Deployment Platform and FRIENDS Services are

based on component software. The underlying component

architecture is called the Distributed Software Component (DSC)

architecture [1]. DSC was developed as a proprietary component

architecture because at that time no alternative existed. Recently

the CORBA Component Model (CCM) emerged [7], and DSC

has been made CCM-prepared.

Figure 3 shows the tool architecture of the FRIENDS service

creation environment (the right part of Figure 2 in detail). The

upper part of the figure shows the tools related to the specification

and design of services using the modelling language AMBER [4].

The modelling tool Testbed Studio [12] is used to specify and

design Friends services. The final service design represents all

necessary design information to enable its implementation in

component software. We only model those components that are

essential for service creation. For example, we do not model

generic platform functionality like authorisation and service

management that is available for all services. We only take care

that the design obeys certain rules, allowing an integration of this

functionality in later stages. In this sense, we abstract from it in

the service models!

The lower part of Figure 3 shows the tools related to the

implementation of components in a programming language (Java)

and their assembly into deployable services. To implement a

FRIENDS service, first all components need to be implemented

by the component developer. From the final design, interface

definitions (IDL) and component structure (CS) can be generated.

In turn, IDL and CS are input for a FRIENDS code generator that

delivers template files (stubs, skeletons) to be used by component

developers. If all components have been developed, the requested

service runs stand-alone. To make it a distributed service, and to

include the generic platform functionality we have abstracted from

in the models, we have to run an additional software code

generator, called SCGen. SCGen creates the components of an

‘empty’ FRIENDS service and links the components of the

specified service functionality (from the final design) to it. To

deploy the service, we generate Corba Assembly Descriptors

(CAD) from the final design, which are input for a packaging tool.
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Figure 3. Architecture of the Friends service creation platform.
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Figure 4. Implementation and deployment process and related

intermediate results.

Figure 4 summarises the implementation process. Notice that for

the entire process we only need models of the static structure of

components. In principle, all works without having behaviour

descriptions! The behaviour descriptions are currently used to

analyse designs. We also implemented a tool to derive Message

Sequence Charts (MSC) form the final service design. These

MSCs are used in two ways. First as a (visual) aid for component

developers to implement components. Second, they can be

compared with run-time traces. For this purpose FRIENDS

developed two tools: a monitoring tool to monitor the interactions

between components [3], and a validation tool to check whether

the monitored interaction traces conform to the service

specification.

For reasons of conceptual integrity, we developed an integrated

tool environment that provides the service developer with a single

interface from which the various development and analysis tools

can be applied.

4. FINAL REMARKS
In this paper, we sketched our ideas about model-based service

creation platform and illustrated them in the context of the

FRIENDS project. Through implementation of the service

creation environment, we aim at proving the applicability of our

approach, and in particular the added value of behaviour

specifications.

Some ideas need further elaboration before they can be turned

into products. Short term research issues are the extension of

AMBER with concepts tailored to service creation, such as

parameterisation of model-components to support model-based

customisation, and searching components based on functionality.

Research issues on the long(er) term are mainly in the area of

analysis techniques, such as improved model checking support,

verification techniques to assess the conformance between service

designs defined at successive abstraction levels, and the modelling

and analysis of performance aspects.

Concluding, we believe that our research contributes to the goal

of developing a platform supporting rapid and correct service

creation. In particular, the application of high-level specification

languages and supporting (analysis) tools should enable the

service developer to build a service from software components at

high(er) abstraction levels, and to assess the correctness of these

components and their composition.
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